Introduction

Information and Communication Technologies are providing enhanced and new opportunities to assess learning. On the one hand, educational practice includes the use of off-the-shelf technologies (surveys, mind maps, etc.) since their affordances drive creative teachers to design activities with assessment purposes. On the other hand, a first generation of Assessment Technologies, particularly designed to this aim, has been focused on online tests or quizzes composed of traditional types of questions (e.g., multiple choice, multiple response) [Redecker, 2013]. These assessment technologies are typically integrated in Virtual Learning Environments (e.g., Moodle) and there are learning technologies specifications providing interoperable formats for the representation of tests and question items (e.g., IMS Question & Test Interoperability). This special issue solicited original research papers framing a new generation of Assessment Technologies facilitating aligned, embedded and scalable assessment. Section 2 describes what we mean by aligned, embedded and scalable assessment.
Technologies for Aligned, Embedded, Scalable Assessment

Technologies for *aligned assessment* allow alignment of assessment with the intended learning outcomes by making possible scenarios in which students can demonstrate the competences they have developed in authentic contexts [Biggs, 03; Santos, 12]. This is facilitated by advanced learning technologies including digital games, mobile technologies, immersive learning scenarios, etc.

Technologies for *embedded assessment* enable the integration of assessment activities in learning flows, where the result of the assessment may condition the following learning activity to be presented to the students [Villasclaras, 13]. Technologies supporting personalization or adaptive learning, the use of interoperability specifications and standards can offer relevant approaches for embedded assessment.

Technologies for *scalable assessment* are especially critical in courses with no constraints in class size (e.g., Massive Open Online Courses). Assessment technologies supporting feasible assessment in massive online environments include quizzes embedded in videos, but also self-assessment and peer-assessment systems [Kay, 13].

Contributions of the special issue

The five contributions comprising this special issue allow *aligned, embedded* or *scalable* assessment, showing some of them support for a combination of the assessment aspects.

The first paper “Introducing a Formative E-Assessment System to Improve Online Learning Experience and Engagement” presents a general tool implementing a formative e-assessment model [Hettiarachchi, this issue]. The tool is designed for integration into the learning process so as to facilitate *embedded assessment* that is *aligned* with the expected learning outcomes. Evaluation results show that the tool is able of providing students with personalized feedback, also suitable for *scalable* skill assessment purposes, by tracking students’ progress considering elements that go beyond related approaches mainly based on quizzes.

The article “Helping Teachers Align Learning Objectives and Evidence: Integration of ePortfolios in Distributed Learning Environments” [Lozano-Alvarez, this issue] proposes a *scalable* approach to tackle evidence collection in distributed learning environments. The approach builds on a strategy of *alignment* of the artefacts generated by students along the learning experience with the pedagogical intent expressed in a learning design. Based on this approach, the paper introduces, and illustrate with an evaluation study, a technological infrastructure for the automatic collection and organization of pieces of evidence in an ePortfolio.

The paper “Interoperability Framework for Competencies and Learning Outcomes” introduces a model for identifying, classifying and reusing definitions of competencies and learning outcomes (MICRA) and an ontology of the information management model (SICRA) [Angélico-Gonçalves, this issue]. The MICRA model has been applied to a particular case, where correspondence with Computer Science Knowledge Areas is shown. The verification of its defined functionalities led to
ontology validation. This approach contributes to further formalization of competency descriptions that can serve purposes of evaluating the alignment between learning activities, assessment and competencies within a course and when contrasting courses in the frame of the European Higher Education Area.

In the paper, “A Context-aware Approach for Personalized Mobile Self-Assessment” [Harchay, this issue], the authors use semantic Web technologies to support embedded self-assessment in mobile learning situations. The proposed techniques enable personalized assessment activities and semantic access to contextualized semantic assessment resources. An evaluation of a system implementing the proposed techniques is also presented in the paper.

The paper “Virtual Learning Scenarios for Qualitative Assessment in Higher Education 3D Arts” describes gamification techniques and game engines for an immersive virtual reality environment supporting Scenario Centered Curriculum activities that enable the assessment of skills related to 3D arts [Vicent, this issue]. Students immersed in a game have to think, design, convey, validate, and build a civil project using technologies that help in the assessment process. The assessment is embedded in the learning process of creating of a 3D complex model focused on the construction of a building in a virtual space.
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